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The city of Energodar in the Zaporizhia region is in a difficult 

humanitarian situation, remains virtually blocked, and has problems with fuel and 

the supply of food and medicine. 

In Mariupol, 17 children were injured and 3 children died as a result of the 

bombing by Russian planes. In the afternoon, the building of the Azov State 

Technical University was shelled, as well as near the Drama Theater. A 

humanitarian convoy is not allowed into the city, it is completely blocked. 

Indiscriminate night strikes were carried out on the town of Okhtyrka, as 

a result of which private houses were destroyed. A Coca Cola plant was shelled 

near Brovary in the Kyiv region. 

As a result of the devastating Hurricane shelling in the city of Nizhyn, 

Chernihiv region, 2 people were killed and 8 were injured. The explosion 

damaged the heating main. 

Such actions violate the provisions of Art. 57 of Additional Protocol (I) to 

the Geneva Conventions of 1949, which obliges to take care to protect the civilian 

population, civilians and civilian objects, and Art. 48 of Additional Protocol (I) 

to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, which stipulates that "the parties to the 

conflict must… always distinguish between civilian and military objects and, 

accordingly, direct their actions only against military objects". 

The Russian military has launched an air strike on the Kharkiv Institute of 

Physics and Technology, which is under IAEA protection as a nuclear facility, as 

it contains hazardous substances used for scientific purposes. 

The Russian military, which captured the Zaporozhia NPP, mined the 

coast of the Kakhovka Reservoir, which borders the nuclear power plant. We will 

remind that capture of the construction containing dangerous forces, movement 

by a zone of alienation are violations of item 3 of Art. 35, item 1 of Art. 55, item 

1 of Art. 56 of Additional Protocol (I) to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, as 

such actions harm the environment and could potentially cause significant harm 

to the population. 

 

* The facts described in the analytical information are confirmed by the materials 

of the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine 

 


